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Dyson School of Design Engineering 

DE 2   Electronics 2 DRAW week Laboratory Oral Examination Guidelines 
Peter Cheung, version 2.3 

 

Assessment of Lab 1 to Lab 3 will be in the form of a 15-minute oral examination for each student 
with one of four assessors on Wed 14 Feb 9.30 to 12.00, or Thur 15 Feb 9.30 to 12.00, and 13.00 to 
15.00.  All orals will be conducted in person in Ground Floor Lecture Theatre.  If you are unable to 
attend the Lab Oral at the appointed time, please find someone willing to swap with you and inform 
me via email.  A schedule for the examination is shown below.  This is a formal assessment, and 
you are REQUIRED to be present at the allotted time.  

The purpose of the Oral examination is to establish how much you have learned in respect to the 
learning outcomes of these Lab Sessions.  Questions will be asked which aim to establish your level 
of understanding and how well you have conducted the experiments including the effective use of 
your logbook.  Your logbook MUST BE available during the oral examination, so that you can refer to 
its contents.  Bring your laptop with you and have the logbook ready for the Assessor to read 
through quickly.   Please arrive at the Library at least 5 minutes before your allotted time and wait 
quietly in the lobby area outside the phone booths on Level 3 until you are called.   

The learning outcomes for each Lab are summarized below. It is helpful if you consider to what 
extend you have understood with respect to this list of learning outcomes. 

Lab 1: Matlab basics 

Learn to use basic Matlab features, e.g. plotting graphs; understanding of the time domain and 
frequency domain views of signals. 

Lab 2: Signal Processing with PyBench & Matlab 

How Pybench board communicate with Matlab programming environment; generation and capture 
of signals on the board; spectral domain analysis of sound captured by microphone; effect of under 
sampling and its consequence; interpretation of results returned by the fft(.) function in Matlab; 
frequency resolutions of spectrum; strength of harmonic components for periodic signals such as 
square waves and triangular waves; manipulation of sound files stored as .WAV files on a computer; 
signal segmentation using instantaneous energy; beat extraction of musical sound. 

Lab 3: System Characterization and Transfer Function 

DC response of a non-linear system; understand of system modeling in mathematics (in s-domain); 
meaning of transfer functions; how to obtain frequency response from the transfer function of a 
“black-box” system; step-response of a system; using Matlab to do the above; difference between 
the measured and predicted frequency response of the bulb board. 
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DE2 DRAW week Lab Oral Schedule (14, 15 Feb 2024) 
You must arrive at the Library at least 5 minutes before your schedule time.   
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